
 

The Chemical Brothers Discography Torrent

the chemical brothers (tom rowlands and ed simons) have worked in the studio since 1991.
they made one successful album, dig your own hole, and four failed ones before releasing their
breakthrough album surrender in 1999. the see my friends single from 2000, featuring vocals
by kate bush, does exactly what youd think it would do, but do do it much better. its a stone-

cold collaboration between the chemical brothers and the renowned english composer, that in a
way isnt really about music at all but about the very concept of collaboration. of course, the

song is the perfect encapsulation of the duo’s view of the world, and with the huge, heavenly
chorus, bush’s actual lyrics become almost irrelevant. the music, however, is timeless, and with
that single, the chemical brothers truly earned the right to be called ‘one of the biggest bands
in the world.’ nile rodgers just as the chemical brothers have a long and varied discography,
theres no shortage of tunes theyve released that dont fit neatly into a single genre, or that

werent included on a given album. three of my personal favorites include: 2003s settle down, a
blend of disco and house, 2001s so it goes and 1999s shed a light (featuring vocals by the

beautiful deborah harry). so it goes takes a more traditional approach to the mix-and-match
theme, featuring a laid-back vibe and a funk piano groove. but with its vocal sample from give it
up, the song packs a punch. and with its vocal sample from all day and all of the night, shed a
light has a frenzied, progressive vibe that makes it a perfect showcase for the brothers. marcel

illingworth
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by the time it was released, further had long since ended up on countless dancefloor playlists,
the chemical brothers were the closest thing to a household name in electronic music, and they
were still doing it eight years later. and so, with a little help from time-capsule they could have

kept going and going, with the same sort of uninhibited music-making that made them the
rulers of the dancefloor. but the chemical brothers' career spans over a decade now, and

further is their first album that could be considered truly middle-aged. and so it should. it's a
collection of music that has been played at the tail-end of a lot of parties, and sounds almost..

sad. the chemical brothers are no longer masters of their craft, and that's a shame. further may
not be the album that pushes them to the top of the dancehall heap again, but it does feel like
an album they could have made at the height of their powers, instead of a record that's already

past its sell-by date. but it's still a good record, if you're willing to look past its flaws and
appreciate it as something else: a cohesive album with a clear, even narrative. aside from

maybe star guitar, this is the most cohesive, well-curated, and consistent set of tracks the duo
have put together. sure, it doesn't challenge them in the same way as the earlier, more

adventurous records, but if you're willing to put up with the production choices, it's a lot of fun.
even the dubstep-flavored just be can't be viewed as anything but a giddy celebration of life in
the wide world, and get lost is one of the chemical brothers' best-loved singles, if you're willing

to overlook the hook. 5ec8ef588b
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